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QUESTION 1

A user would like to set up mandatory attributes. How can this be accomplished? 

A. Set a work item precondition. 

B. Update the work item type\\'s workflow. 

C. Update the permissions for a specific role. 

D. Change a setting on the attribute definition. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer is working on source code changes and would like to test them using an existing build 

definition. 

The developer, however, does not want the testing to impact the overall build definition status or notify 

subscribers. 

How can this be accomplished? 

A. Request a personal build. 

B. Restart the build engine in test mode. 

C. Set the build result\\'s type to Private. 

D. Define a pruning policy on the build definition. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization plans to have a large number of project areas. The process engineering team plans to Change roles as
well as the associated permissions. The organization does not allow changes to a project area process directly on the
production system and needs to minimize the work to deploy a new process to all the project areas. How can this be
accomplished? 

A. Use Process Sharing. 

B. Extract the Process Templates. 

C. Export and import the Process Templates. 

D. Copy process XML to each production project area. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What build related activities can a user accomplish using the RTC web client? 

A. Define build scripts 

B. Administer build engines 

C. Request builds and monitor status 

D. Create and modify build definitions 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A project manager determines the current iteration is complete and decides that the next iteration should 

be started. 

How is this done? 

A. Set the current iteration\\'s status to complete. 

B. Set the next iteration as the current iteration. 

C. Specify that a release is scheduled with the next iteration 

D. The start and end dates will automatically start the next iteration. 

Correct Answer: B 
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